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Answer A坦Questions

1. (a) Let X be a discrete random立ariable with the following probability mass function

P(X=α)ここ

〈ね,あr雛こ1,2,5
0,　Otherwise.

(i) Find the constant k.

(ii) Find the expected value of X.

(iii) Find the expected value of 2X + 3.

(25皿a重聴)

(b) The probability that a patient recov鎚s丘om a rare blood disease is O.4. Suppose 150

p∞Ple are known to have infected thiErdisease. Define randon v証able X as the剛mber

Of patients recovers from that rare blood disease.

(i) What is the distribution of X?

(ii) Find expectation and variance o]‘ X.

(iii) Can you apply normal apprcndmation to find probabilities? Justify your answer.

(iv) What is the probability that less than 50 survive?

(45血a農鵬)

(c) Suppose that monthly suicide rate in a certain country is I per lOO,000 people. Give
an apprchdmation to the probal)ility that in a city of 400,000 in this country there will

be no more than 2 suicides in the next month?　　　　　　　　　　　　(30 marks)



子一三“二へ

2. (a) The cumulative distribution function of a random variable X is

F(X) =
〈1-e‾2の,雷≧0
0,　　　　のく0

(i) Find Pr(-3<X <4).

(ii) Find the probability density funcbion,f(可of X.

(霊i) Find Pr (阜l ≧ 1)

(iv) Show that the moment generatin(; function of the random v弧iable X is given by

M雄二㌃手, ‡<2・

Hence find the expectation and the v紅iance of X.

(Ⅴ) A non-negative random variable is said to be memoryless if

P(X>s十引X>高二P(X>S)あr血1 8声≧O

Show that the random variable X is memoryless.

(85 Mark塁)

(b) It is knoun that the number of items produced in a factory during a week is a random

v靴iable with mean 50 and variance 25. What is the fraction of this week production

‘ wi11 be between at least 40 and at most 60?　　　　　　　　　　　　　(15 Marks)

***************** END ******奪****************


